Why Read This Report

Make your data scientists more productive — and happier — with a new predictive analytics and machine learning (PAML) solution. In our 23-criteria evaluation of PAML solution vendors, we identified the 14 most significant ones — Alpine Data, Angoss, Dataiku, Domino Data Labs, FICO, H2O.ai, IBM, KNIME, Microsoft, RapidMiner, Salford Systems, SAP, SAS, and Statistica — and researched, analyzed, and scored them. This report shows how each provider measures up and helps AD&D professionals make the best choice for their specific needs.

Key Takeaways

PAML Solutions Make Open Source Better
There is a tremendous amount of innovation in the open source community in terms of algorithms and platforms to build models from big data. Many PAML solutions have embedded open source in their solutions and made it easier for data scientists to leverage them.

Predictive Model Management Is A Key Differentiator
Predictive models can be fickle in that they can lose their predictive power over time. A distinguishing mark of the Leaders is that they have superior features to monitor models in production.

Machine Learning Is Fundamental To Artificial Intelligence
If your enterprise wants to leverage AI, then it must start with a PAML solution. All of the solutions in this Forrester Wave provide machine learning capabilities that AD&D pros can use to create AI applications. We found seven Leaders, five Strong Performers, and two Contenders.
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The Power To Predict Is Mighty

Yogi Berra once said, “It’s tough to make predictions, especially about the future.”\(^1\) It is tough indeed, but enterprises that can make probabilistic predictions about customers, business processes, and operations will have an edge over enterprises that can’t. These predictions don’t have to be macroscopic to be consequential.\(^2\) Predictions about what a customer is likely to buy next. Predictions about marketing content that will resonate with a prospect. Predictions about the next best action to take in a business process. Predictions about when an expensive asset is likely to break down. Virtually any customer journey, business process, and even strategic decision can be made better if permeated with the power to predict.

Predictive Analytics And Machine Learning Solutions Make It Possible

Yes, making accurate predictions is tough, but PAML solutions provide application development and delivery (AD&D) professionals and data scientists with the tools to make it happen. In our third evaluation of this market, we emphasize the use of machine learning to create predictive models.\(^3\) Forrester defines PAML solutions as:\(^4\)

> Software that provides data scientists with 1) tools to build predictive models using statistical and machine learning algorithms and 2) a platform to deploy and manage predictive production models.

Hot Markets Spur Innovation And New Entrants

Forrester forecasts a 15% compound annual growth rate (CAGR) for the PAML market through 2021.\(^5\) That’s a conservative estimate given that the PAML category includes and overlaps with AI and deep learning. The category continues to be hot since most large enterprises want the power to predict and have only scratched the surface of what is possible. PAML solutions today should:

› **Drive data scientist productivity.** Data scientists are in demand, and it can be hard to find good ones. Instead of hiring three more data scientists, perhaps an enterprise could dramatically improve the productivity of existing data scientist teams. Many of the PAML solution vendors focus on speeding up analysis by using big data platforms such as Apache Spark, automating portions of the data science life cycle, and improving usability of the data science workbench.\(^6\)

› **Include multiple model deployment methods.** Production models shouldn’t sit statuesque on their own. They must be embedded in applications and business processes to provide business value. Enterprises must be able to deploy models in multiple ways, including as code embedded directly into applications, exposed as a service callable by applications, or injected into other platforms such as databases.\(^7\) Some of the more mature PAML vendors include or are integrated with decision management platforms that allow AD&D pros and business users to use a visual metaphor or express decision logic as a set of business rules that can also include models.\(^8\)
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› **Provide sophisticated model management.** The very nature of predictive models is that they may lose accuracy overtime. More mature PAML solutions include features to monitor the ongoing efficacy of models in production by comparing model output with established key performance indicators and testing new models using a champion/challenger or A/B testing scheme.

› **Allow polyglot programming.** Data scientists who are coders are increasingly using more than one programming language because of open source add-on libraries such as CRAN for R and scikit-learn for Python. Enterprise data scientists who still use the SAS programming language may also use R, Python, Scala, Julia, and others because of this.

› **Expand to Apache Spark.** Apache Spark is an open source, primarily in-memory cluster computing platform that also includes Spark ML, a set of machine learning libraries that data scientists are increasingly interested in using.\(^9\) In addition to Spark ML, other machine libraries such as H2O.ai's Sparkling Water and IBM's SystemML run on Spark. Most PAML vendors have moved from a Hadoop strategy for analyzing big data to an Apache spark strategy because of the machine learning libraries and speed of in-memory processing.

› **Build the foundation for AI and invest in deep learning.** Machine learning models are a key building block of AI applications.\(^10\) Data scientists can use any of the PAML solutions we evaluated in this Forrester Wave to build models for use in AI applications. Deep learning is a branch of machine learning that data scientists use to build models based on artificial neural networks.\(^11\) This method is particularly good at creating models for image recognition (including facial recognition), but it is applicable to more traditional use cases as well. Vendors are incorporating numerous open source libraries, such as Caffe, MXNet, and TensorFlow, into PAML solutions, or they are creating their own deep-learning algorithms built into the platform.

› **Accommodate citizen data scientists.** Many enterprises like the idea that non-data scientists in their organizations can create models without having in-depth data science knowledge. PAML vendors have responded by creating wizard-like tools in their PAML solutions to make it easy for these citizen data scientists to create simple models. While these tools may have some benefits for nonproduction models used for exploratory business intelligence (BI), an enterprise should not think that this will replace real data scientists, because there are too many complexities of model building, such as feature creation, model evaluation, overfitting, and creating ensembles.

**PAML Solutions Are DIY, But There Are Other Ways To Attain The Power To Predict**

The vendors evaluated in this Forrester Wave provide general-purpose PAML solutions that apply to any industry. Enterprises that long for the power to predict can also seek out software applications that offer predictive models as features within applications — no data scientist needed. Enterprises that don’t have data scientists can also hire any number of consulting firms that offer predictive modeling services. The largest enterprises will likely have an in-house data science team to build differentiated predictive models, but they will also benefit from acquiring applications with predictive models built in. In addition to the vendors evaluated in this Forrester Wave, enterprises can also:
Choose alternative PAML solutions not included in this evaluation. The market for PAML is larger than the key vendors evaluated in this Forrester Wave. Startups such as datascience.com and bons.ai have emerging solutions based on open source components that are likely to be in our next PAML Forrester Wave.

Use PAML capabilities embedded in other tools. Enterprise software vendors such as Alteryx, Oracle, and TIBCO Software have deep PAML capabilities via R embedded in BI tools and/or database. Salesforce launched Salesforce Einstein billed as “AI for everyone,” which translates to a PAML solution.

Buy or turn on predictive capabilities in vertical or horizontal solutions. Many vendors provide solutions that focus on specific industry or horizontal domains, such as customer analytics. For example, NGDATA and RichRelevance specifically focus on customer-experience-focused predictive models for acquisition, retention, cross-sell/upsell, and targeted marketing campaigns. Oracle offers “adaptive intelligent apps” that are predictive models for optimized payment terms, best-fit candidates for hiring, smart offers and actions, and freight planning.

Hire an expert consulting firm. Enterprises that lack expertise in predictive analytics or that wish to outsource can choose from among many mainstream or boutique consulting firms that focus on predictive analytics. Large consulting companies such as Infosys and KPMG have data science practices. Boutique firms Beyond The Arc, Clarity Solutions, and Think Big (a Teradata company) provide focused expertise in predictive modeling. These firms often use general-purpose solutions such as those evaluated in this Forrester Wave, but they also provide deep knowledge and domain expertise in analyzing data and building predictive models.

Predictive Analytics And Machine Learning Evaluation Overview

To assess the state of the PAML market and see how the vendors compare, Forrester evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of the top commercial and open source PAML vendors. After examining past research, user requirements, and vendor interviews and expert interviews, we developed a comprehensive set of 23 evaluation criteria, which we grouped into three high-level buckets:

Current offering. We evaluated each product’s model training scalability and deployment options, workload scalability, data preparation, algorithms, model management, and tooling for data scientists to establish the differentiated capabilities of the vendor’s current offering. All evaluated products must have been publicly available by December 15, 2016.

Strategy. We reviewed each vendor’s strategy to assess its ability to compete and grow in the enterprise PAML market. Key criteria include Forrester’s confidence in the vendor’s ability to execute on its stated strategy and support current and future customers. We also assessed each vendor’s product road map to evaluate how this will affect the vendor’s competitive position relative to the other vendors in this evaluation.
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Market presence. To determine each vendor’s market presence, we evaluated the install base of paying customers, PAML-specific revenue, market awareness of the vendor’s PAML solution, and partnerships with other technology and services firms.¹³

Evaluated Vendors And Inclusion Criteria

Forrester included 14 vendors in the assessment: Alpine Data, Angoss, Dataiku, Domino Data Labs, FICO, H2O.ai, IBM, KNIME, Microsoft, RapidMiner, Salford Systems, SAP, SAS, and Statistica. Each of these vendors has (see Figure 1):

A comprehensive, differentiated PAML solution. The evaluated vendors must offer a solution designed for data scientists that can operate on large data sets, provide capabilities for data acquisition and preparation, provide statistical and machine learning algorithms, provide a differentiated user interface to build models, and provide model management features. If a vendor offers a PAML that is based in whole or in part on open source, the vendor must have value-added differentiation.

A standalone PAML solution. We only included PAML solutions that are not technologically embedded in any particular application, BI, data prep, ETL, or middleware stacks.¹⁴ Vendors should offer a focused, standalone product as defined by Forrester for the PAML category. For example, a BI vendor that includes the ability to run R scripts would not be included in this Forrester Wave.

Install base and revenue history. Included vendors must have 10 or more named, paying enterprise customers using the PAML solution and at least $4 million in revenue over the last 12 months.

Motivated client inquiries. Forrester clients often discuss the vendors and products through inquiries; alternatively, vendors may, in Forrester’s judgment, warrant inclusion or exclusion in this evaluation because of technology trends, market presence, or lack of client interest.
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**FIGURE 1** Evaluated Vendors: Product Vendor Information And Selection Criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Product name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpine Data</td>
<td>Chorus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angoss</td>
<td>KnowledgeSTUDIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataiku</td>
<td>Dataiku DSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domino Data Labs</td>
<td>Domino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FICO</td>
<td>FICO Decision Management Suite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2O.ai</td>
<td>H2O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>IMB SPSS Modeler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNIME</td>
<td>KNIME Analytics Platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td>Cortana Intelligence Suite, Microsoft R Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RapidMiner</td>
<td>RapidMiner Platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salford Systems</td>
<td>The SPM Salford Predictive Modeler software suite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>SAP BusinessObjects Predictive Analytics, SAP HANA SPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>SAS Analytics Suite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistica</td>
<td>Statistica</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Vendor inclusion criteria**

- **A comprehensive, differentiated PAML solution.** The vendors included in this evaluation must offer a solution designed for data scientists that can operate on large data sets, provide capabilities for data acquisition and preparation, provide statistical and machine learning algorithms, provide a differentiated user interface to build models, and provide model management features. If a vendor offers a predictive analytics and machine learning (PAML) solution that is based in whole or in part on open source, the vendor must have value-added differentiation.

- **A standalone PAML solution.** We only included PAML solutions that are not technologically embedded in any particular application, business intelligence (BI), data prep, ETL, or middleware stacks. Vendors should offer a focused, standalone product as defined by Forrester for the PAML category. For example, a BI vendor that includes the ability to run R scripts would not be included in this evaluation.

- **Install base and revenue history.** Vendors included in this evaluation have 10 or more named, paying enterprise customers using the PAML solution and at least $4 million in revenue over the last 12 months.

- **Motivated client inquiries.** Forrester clients often discuss the vendors and products through inquiries; alternatively, vendors may, in Forrester’s judgment, warrant inclusion or exclusion in this evaluation because of technology trends, market presence, or lack of client interest.
Vendor Profiles

This evaluation of the PAML market is intended to be a starting point only. We encourage clients to view detailed product evaluations and adapt criteria weightings to fit their individual needs through the Forrester Wave Excel-based vendor comparison tool (see Figure 2). Forrester clients can also schedule an inquiry with the author of this report to discuss their specific needs and how vendors may meet those needs.

FIGURE 2 Forrester Wave™: Predictive Analytics And Machine Learning Solutions, Q1 ’17

Go to Forrester.com to download the Forrester Wave tool for more detailed product evaluations, feature comparisons, and customizable rankings.
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**FIGURE 2** Forrester Wave™: Predictive Analytics And Machine Learning Solutions, Q1 '17 (Cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current Offering</th>
<th>Forrester’s weighting</th>
<th>Alpine Data</th>
<th>Angoss</th>
<th>Dataiku</th>
<th>Domino Data Labs</th>
<th>FICO</th>
<th>H2O.ai</th>
<th>IBM</th>
<th>KNIME</th>
<th>Microsoft</th>
<th>RapidMiner</th>
<th>SAP</th>
<th>SAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>4.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data set preparation</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithms</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model management</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data science tooling</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Strategy                  | 50%                   | 2.45        | 3.80   | 2.75    | 3.00             | 4.30 | 3.95   | 4.30| 3.65  | 4.00       | 3.65       | 4.30| 4.60|
| Acquisition and pricing   | 20%                   | 3.00        | 3.00   | 3.00    | 3.00             | 5.00 | 3.00   | 5.00| 3.00  | 5.00       | 3.00       | 3.00| 3.00|
| Solution road map         | 30%                   | 2.00        | 4.00   | 3.00    | 3.00             | 4.00 | 4.00   | 4.00| 3.00  | 3.00       | 4.00       | 4.00| 5.00|
| Ability to execute        | 25%                   | 2.00        | 4.00   | 3.00    | 3.00             | 5.00 | 4.00   | 5.00| 4.00  | 5.00       | 4.00       | 5.00| 5.00|
| Implementation support    | 25%                   | 3.00        | 4.00   | 2.00    | 3.00             | 5.00 | 3.00   | 5.00| 3.00  | 5.00       | 3.00       | 5.00| 5.00|

| Market Presence           | 0%                    | 1.83        | 2.83   | 1.83    | 1.40             | 3.30 | 2.43   | 4.48| 3.30  | 3.30       | 4.30       | 3.83| 5.00|
| Vendor sizing             | 70%                   | 1.75        | 2.75   | 1.75    | 2.00             | 3.00 | 1.75   | 4.25| 3.00  | 4.00       | 3.75       | 5.00| 5.00|
| ISV and services partners | 30%                   | 2.00        | 3.00   | 2.00    | 0.00             | 4.00 | 4.00   | 5.00| 4.00  | 4.00       | 5.00       | 4.00| 5.00|

All scores are based on a scale of 0 (weak) to 5 (strong).
Leaders

› **SAS reimagines its data science portfolio.** SAS is unifying its comprehensive portfolio of data science solutions under SAS Visual Suite. It brings together world-class data prep, visualization, data analysis, model building, and model deployment. This unified tooling approach provides a consistent user experience that data scientists need to build even the most sophisticated models. SAS’s vision for data science is not limited to innovation in tools. It has been quick to jump on new, promising analytical methods across multiple disciplines, such as statistics, econometrics, optimization, machine learning, deep learning, and natural language interaction. It recently introduced support for calling SAS analytics from Python, Java, and Lua, leveraging open source data science notebooks. A key challenge is that SAS has a target on its back by the open source zealots that summarily and wrongly dismiss SAS as old school. Customers complain about premium pricing compared with other solutions.

› **IBM is loving open source.** SPSS is still the core of IBM’s data science platform, but IBM is launching projects such as SystemML from its investments in its Spark Technology Center. IBM has also introduced the Data Science Experience for data science coders, which provides a quick cloud provisioning of open source Jupyter and/or RStudio notebooks with a Spark cluster on the back end to run data pipelines and train models. SPSS is a good fit for data scientists who want the productivity afforded by methods encapsulated in operators. IBM’s perennial challenge with a comprehensive portfolio is that customers often misunderstand it because there are multiple products that seem to solve the same problem.

› **SAP draws a straight-line from predictive models to business applications.** SAP offers comprehensive data science tools to build models, but it is also the biggest enterprise application company on the planet. This puts SAP in a unique position to create tools that allow business users with no data science knowledge to use data-scientist-created models in applications. SAP’s solution offers the data tools that enterprise data scientists expect, but it also offers distinguished automation tools to train models. The solution has plenty of room to grow into its existing applications customer base, but its dependence on SAP’s HANA data platform will limit its attractiveness to non-SAP customers.

› **Angoss is ready to be your primary solution.** Angoss KnowledgeSEEKER is a must-have for data science teams that wish to use beautiful and comprehensive visual tools to build decision and strategy trees. That’s what Angoss is known for, but its portfolio is actually very well-rounded: It also offers KnowledgeSTUDIO for building models, InsightOPTIMIZER for numerical optimization, and KnowledgeMANAGER for model management. Angoss recently added a coding environment that allows data scientists to use programming languages including R, Python, and the language of SAS. It also has some integration with Hadoop and Apache Spark. Angoss has impressive adoption for a small company, but its key challenge is to create market awareness in an increasingly crowded field of data science startups.
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› **RapidMiner wraps breadth and depth in a beautiful package.** RapidMiner invested heavily to revamp its visual interface, making it the most concise and fluid that we have seen in this evaluation. It also has a comprehensive set of operators that encapsulate a wide range of data prep, analytical, and modeling functionality to increase productivity of data scientists. RapidMiner is open source and has a community that contributes to its growing list of operators. RapidMiner Studio is free to download and use for up to 10,000 data rows, with tiered pricing for more than 10,000 rows of data.

› **KNIME’s vibrant open source community pays dividends in productivity.** KNIME is not a big company, but it has a big community of contributors who continually push the platform forward with capabilities such as bioinformatics and image processing. The KNIME Analytics Platform is free to download and use and includes over 1,000 analytical and model building operators. The vendor funds its ongoing operations by offering commercial extensions for team collaboration, such as the KNIME Server for sharing workflows, advanced security, and remote execution of model building workflows. Maybe KNIME was smart for not taking gobs of venture funding during the big data rush. It relies on the community for innovation. However, the result is that sometimes its enterprise features lag larger vendors as the community focuses on other areas, such as new analytical methods.

› **FICO makes enterprise decisions smarter with models.** FICO’s extensive real-world experience has led to a solution that focuses on the needs of the chief data scientists as well as the rank-and-file data scientists in a large organization. Chief data scientists at mature enterprises demand three key things from data scientists: 1) explainable models, 2) accurate models, and 3) decision management. FICO’s Decision Management suite encompasses the end-to-end-capabilities needed to create, deploy, and monitor models for use in complex, consequential enterprise decisions. FICO needs to expand the number of algorithms it supports to compete more broadly. The company struggles to explain to prospects that it is not just about the consumer FICO Score, especially in North America. The software division is strong, with an impressive customer base across multiple industries.

**Strong Performers**

› **H2O.ai puts algorithms first.** H2O.ai is best known for developing open source, cluster-distributed machine learning algorithms at a time (2011) when big data demanded them but no one else had them. To say H2O.ai is an algorithm company today is an understatement. It also offers Sparkling Water to create, manage, and run workflows on Apache Spark and Steam to deploy models. Further, it offers Flow — a notebook-like experience similar to Jupyter. The company recently announced Deep Water and amalgamated distribution of open source deep-learning libraries Caffe, MXNet, and TensorFlow. H2O.ai has seen significant adoption by large enterprises including Capital One, Comcast, and Macy’s. However, H2O.ai does not often displace heavies such as SAS because it only recently added a data science workbench and lacks enterprise model management capabilities. The company’s operations and growth are funded by Series B venture capital.
Microsoft is much more than R for enterprises. Microsoft offers Microsoft R for data scientists who wish to code in the R programming language supported by callable cluster-distributed algorithms. It also offers Azure Machine Learning to data scientists who want a more traditional visual development tool. There is no reason why enterprises cannot enjoy both. Microsoft’s machine learning cloud services offer pretrained models for such tasks as image labeling, voice recognition, and natural language processing that allow developers with no data science knowledge to use them in applications. Microsoft invested heavily in R, thinking it was the go-to language for data science, only to find a few years later that Python was rising in popularity. Just like application development, data science coding has become polyglot. Microsoft needs to release its bias toward R and go everywhere data scientists want to go, just like the company has done with application development.

Alpine Data focuses on collaboration. Data scientists spend an inordinate amount of time preparing data and conversing with business stakeholders compared with the time they spend on building valuable models. Alpine Data’s visual tool provides data engineers, data scientists, and business stakeholders with the capabilities they need to divide and conquer the work of building models. Data engineers can use the tool to prep data. Data scientists and business stakeholders can communicate using built-in collaboration features. Founded in 2010, Alpine Data was the first vendor to design a solution to work with Hadoop. That’s not enough for Alpine to succeed, though. It must improve its capabilities across the board to stay ahead of the upstarts and stay in the game with the established heavies.

Dataiku gets code or click right. A haiku is a Japanese form of poetry of 17 syllables — concise and evocative if done well. That’s Dataiku’s guiding inspiration — to offer a data science platform that lets coders use a notebook when they must, but use visual tools to build workflows when productivity is at a premium. Dataiku is one of the new venture-funded startups that aim to be a well-rounded alternative to the long-time market competitors by offering a notebook experience embedded in a visual experience. With better model management capabilities, Dataiku is poised to challenge the leaders posthaste.

Statistica finds a new home, again. Statistica was founded in 1984 as Statsoft and acquired by Dell in 2014 as part of Dell’s focus on building an enterprise software portfolio. It is now part of the newly relaunched Quest Software. The Statistica solution is based on a data science workbench that has a rich set of algorithms and data prep tools that are especially relevant for manufacturers and scientific use cases. Statistica was a nonparticipating vendor in this evaluation.

Contenders

Domino Data Labs wants coders to collaborate across open source. The open source options for data science coders have never been richer. Data science notebooks such as Jupyter allow coders to be more productive and collaborative, and language libraries of algorithms continue to proliferate. The problem: Many of these tools are not integrated, leading to a disjointed development experience that becomes a burden to maintain, especially for larger enterprise teams.
To counter this, Domino Data Labs’ solution aims to package the most popular open source coding tools and libraries and provide a unifying interface for teams of data science coders. But this approach also has a drawback: Many of the features critical to enterprises, such as model management and advanced workbench tools, lack open source options. We don’t think Domino can wait for the open source community to add critical enterprise features.

› **Salford Systems touts accuracy and automation.** Salford Systems is adored by its community of customers, large and small, for its implementation of specific methods including CART, MARS, Random Forests, and TreeNet. Most other vendor solutions have one or more of these methods, but Salford claims that its methods are the best because they are implemented by their inventors — including Jerome Friedman, a professor of statistics at Stanford University. Salford provides a workbench tool for modeling and has added automation scenarios to improve data science productivity. Its focus on creating the most accurate models has been at the expense of adding features like model management and big data analysis that a broader range of enterprise customers needs. Salford Systems was a nonparticipating vendor in this evaluation. On March 6, 2017, Minitab announced its acquisition of Salford Systems. 15
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Online Resource

The online version of Figure 2 is an Excel-based vendor comparison tool that provides detailed product evaluations and customizable rankings.

Data Sources Used In This Forrester Wave

Forrester used a combination of three data sources to assess the strengths and weaknesses of each solution. We evaluated the vendors participating in this Forrester Wave, in part, using materials that they provided to us by December 15, 2016.

› Vendor surveys. Forrester surveyed vendors on their capabilities as they relate to the evaluation criteria. Once we analyzed the completed vendor surveys, we conducted vendor calls where necessary to gather details of vendor qualifications.

› Product demos. We asked vendors to conduct demonstrations of their products’ functionality. We used findings from these product demos to validate details of each vendor’s product capabilities.

› Customer reference calls. To validate product and vendor qualifications, Forrester also conducted reference calls with two of each vendor’s current customers.

The Forrester Wave Methodology

We conduct primary research to develop a list of vendors that meet our criteria for evaluation in this market. From that initial pool of vendors, we narrow our final list. We choose these vendors based on 1) product fit, 2) customer success, and 3) Forrester client demand. We eliminate vendors that have limited customer references and products that don’t fit the scope of our evaluation.

After examining past research, user need assessments, and vendor and expert interviews, we develop the initial evaluation criteria. To evaluate the vendors and their products against our set of criteria, we gather details of product qualifications through a combination of lab evaluations, questionnaires, demos, and/or discussions with client references. We send evaluations to the vendors for their review, and we adjust the evaluations to provide the most accurate view of vendor offerings and strategies.

We set default weightings to reflect our analysis of the needs of large user companies — and/or other scenarios as outlined in the Forrester Wave evaluation — and then score the vendors based on a clearly defined scale. We intend these default weightings to serve only as a starting point and encourage readers to adapt the weightings to fit their individual needs through the Excel-based tool. The final scores generate the graphical depiction of the market based on current offering, strategy, and market presence. Forrester intends to update vendor evaluations regularly as product capabilities and vendor strategies evolve. For more information on the methodology that every Forrester Wave follows, go to http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/forrester-wave-methodology.html.
Integrity Policy

We conduct all our research, including Forrester Wave evaluations, in accordance with our Integrity Policy. For more information, go to http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/integrity-policy.html.

Endnotes

1 Yogi Berra (1925-2015) was an American professional baseball catcher, manager, and coach. He was known for his “Yogi-isms” — witty nuggets of truth.

2 Probabilistic predictive models can help enterprises make better decisions. See the Forrester report “Prescriptive Analytics: The Black Belt Of Digital Decisions.”

3 Our prior evaluation of this market, published on April 1, 2015 as “The Forrester Wave™: Big Data Predictive Analytics Solutions, Q2 2015,” emphasized in the title the ability of these solution to allow data scientists to build predictive models using the largest of data sets — big data. We decided to drop “big data” in the title since all of these PAML solutions have an ability to use big data albeit in varying degrees. For this evaluation, we also decided to add “machine learning” to the title to reflect the substantial use of the term by vendors and end user companies to describe these solutions. All of the solutions we evaluated in our Q2 2015 Forrester Wave also supported machine learning. There are often different terms used in the market that describe the same category. The PAML category can also be labeled as “predictive analytics,” “advanced analytics,” “machine learning,” and “data mining,” and some vendors are starting to use “artificial intelligence.”

4 “The Forrester Wave™: Big Data Predictive Analytics Solutions, Q2 2015”, Forrester defined this category as: “Software and/or hardware solutions that allow firms to discover, evaluate, optimize, and deploy predictive models by analyzing big data sources to improve business performance or mitigate risk.” The definition in this report defines the same category as the prior definition — both define the categories as software used by data scientists to create and deploy predictive models. We’ve refined the newer definition to introduce the key users of the software — data scientists — and also call out the use of statistical and machine learning algorithms. In this latest definition, we also dropped the mention of hardware, since this is a software category. Finally, we dropped the emphasis on data and generic uses cases because we believe it is well understood that predictive models are created by analyzing data.

5 Source: Forrester Data: World Business Intelligence And Analytics Software Forecast, 2016 To 2021 (Global).

6 See the Forrester report “Massive Machine-learning Automation Is The Future Of Data Science.”

7 Standards such as predictive modeling markup language (PMML) and portable format for analytics (PFA) specify a format to represent a model that can be embedded in platforms that support the standard.

8 See the Forrester report “Prescriptive Analytics: The Black Belt Of Digital Decisions.”

9 See the Forrester report “Apache Spark Is Powerful And Promising.”

10 See the Forrester report “Artificial Intelligence: What’s Possible For Enterprises In 2017” and see the Forrester report “TechRadar™: Artificial Intelligence Technologies And Solutions, Q1 2017.”

11 See the Forrester report “The Forrester Wave™: Customer Analytics Solutions, Q1 2016.”

12 See the Forrester report “The Forrester Wave™: Customer Analytics Solutions, Q1 2016.”

13 Some vendors in this evaluation also offer products in markets other than PAML. Our assessment for market awareness is based only on the market awareness of the vendors PAML product, not the overall awareness of the vendor.

14 ETL: extract, transform, load.
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